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ABSTRACT
The importance of computing facilities is heralded every
six months with the announcement of the new Top500 list,
showcasing the world’s fastest supercomputers. Unfortu-
nately, with great computing capability does not come great
long-term data storage capacity, which often means users
must move their data to their local site archive, to remote
sites where they may be doing future computation or anal-
ysis, or back to their home institution, else face the dreaded
data purge that most HPC centers employ to keep utiliza-
tion of large parallel filesystems low to manage performance
and capacity. At HPC centers, data transfer is crucial to
the scientific workflow and will increase in importance as
computing systems grow in size. The Energy Sciences Net-
work (ESnet) recently launched its fifth generation network,
a 100 Gbps high-performance, unclassified national network
connecting more than 40 DOE research sites to support
scientific research and collaboration. Despite the tenfold
increase in bandwidth to DOE research sites amenable to
multiple data transfer streams and high throughput, in prac-
tice, researchers often under-utilize the network and resort to
painfully-slow single stream transfer methods such as scp to
avoid the complexity of using multiple stream tools such as
GridFTP and bbcp, and contend with frustration from the
lack of consistency of available tools between sites. In this
study we survey and assess the data transfer methods pro-
vided at several DOE supported computing facilities, includ-
ing both leadership-computing facilities, connected through
ESnet. We present observed transfer rates, suggested opti-
mizations, and discuss the obstacles the tools must overcome
to receive wide-spread adoption over scp.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2.4 [Computer-Communication Networks]: Local and
Wide-Area Networks; C.4 [Computer Systems Organi-
zation]: Performance of Systems—performance attributes,
reliability, availability, and serviceability
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1. INTRODUCTION
Big data is being described as the fourth paradigm of sci-

entific discovery along side experiment, theory and simu-
lation, whereby data and data-intensive computing are ex-
pected to lead to new scientific knowledge and actionable
insight [1]. Data can also be viewed as the vital currency
between the three other legs, which is only expected to grow
as both experiment and simulation become more advanced.
As high-performance computing (HPC) reaches toward ex-
ascale and the availability of data from large instruments
such as telescopes, colliders, and light sources grows expo-
nentially, the exchange of this vital currency between vari-
ous sites becomes a challenge, and optimized data transfers
are a necessity to ensure scientific productivity. To address
this challenge, the Department of Energy (DOE) Office of
Science Program has created the Energy Sciences Network
(ESnet), a high-bandwidth network providing reliable con-
nections to over 40 national laboratories, research institu-
tions, and universities.

The OLCF at Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)
is connected through ESnet and is home to Titan [2], the
second fastest supercomputer in the world as of June 2013
[3]. Titan is an 18,688 compute node Cray XK7 system
with an aggregate peak speed of approximately 28 petaflops.
Titan is served by a 10 petabyte (PB) center-wide Lustre file
system called Spider, which is currently being upgraded to
32 PB to meet the growing data demands of Titan’s user
community. Users also have access to the HPSS Archive
at the OLCF, which has been active for over 15 years and
currently is storing over 34 PB of data. Figure 1 shows a
schematic of the Titan ecosystem in relation to Spider and
HPSS.

Through a competitive peer-reviewed proposal process, re-
searchers are granted computing allocations on Titan for
projects that can last one to three years. For the duration
of the project, users have access to 100 terabytes (TB) of
archival storage in HPSS per project and 2 TB per user,
and unlimited access to Spider for scratch storage, which is
purged every 14 days. Although the OLCF provides a data



Figure 1: (color online). Schematic of Titan ecosys-
tem with scratch storage resource (Spider) and
archival storage (HPSS).

and analysis cluster connected to Spider, often, users pre-
fer to transfer their data back to their home institutions for
analysis where it is not subject to purge. Additionally, since
the OLCF does not provide a mechanism to make data ac-
cessible to users outside of the OLCF user community, data
is often transferred from the OLCF to an open-access com-
munity resource.
In a recent requirements gathering exercise of the OLCF

user community [4], respondents were asked to describe their
future computing needs projecting up to 2017. When users
were asked to rate the importance of various hardware fea-
tures, archival storage capacity ranked 4th after memory
bandwidth, flops, and interconnect bandwidth, and Wide
Area Network (WAN) bandwidth ranked 7th out of 12 pos-
sible features, surpassing memory capacity in importance.
Further, respondents also speculated that their simulation
data requirements would grow in 2017, such that the ag-
gregate storage needs would be 24 PB scratch and 164 PB
archival storage with the average data lifetime to be 10
years. Clearly, these projections show that data and data
management are already becoming challenges in the high-
performance computing environment and will continue to
grow. This will put further demands on facilities to provide
efficient and easy-to-use data transfer mechanisms.
Despite the pressing current and future need, we postulate

that the OLCF user community has not widely adopted the
use of multiple stream data transfer tools, such as GridFTP
and bbcp, and grossly under-utilizes the WAN capabilities
provided at the OLCF by using slow, single stream transfer
methods, such as scp (or rsync). This conclusion is based
on anecdotal evidence through interviews with OLCF users
and the fact that only 37 Open Science Grid Certificates are
currently activated on OLCF systems out of the user com-
munity, which is comprised of 157 projects with a total of
1,502 users in 2012 [4]. There is no measure of bbcp us-
age at this time. This continued use of scp, regardless of
its performance, can be attributed to a combination of sev-

eral key features that make it attractive to users. Obvious
features include scp’s simplicity, or lack of options needed
to optimize the data transfer, and ubiquitousness, such that
users are guaranteed it will be installed on both sending
and receiving ends of the file transfer. To improve the per-
formance of single stream scp, users can mimic the multiple
stream approach by launching multiple scp requests. Also
growing in importance is the ability for scp to be integrated
into an automated workflow launched from a batch script,
although notably limited to receiving systems that allow for
password-less SSH authentication only.

This paper investigates the performance, usability and in-
tegration into the workflow for various data transfer meth-
ods in comparison to scp to determine where multiple stream
methods can improve to receive wide spread adoption. This
paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we provide a
brief overview of the OLCF Titan infrastructure in relation
to data transfer. Section 3 describes the various data trans-
fer methods currently available at the OLCF to other DOE
sites, the National Energy Research Scientific Computing
Center (NERSC) in Oakland, CA and the Argonne Lead-
ership Computing Facility (ALCF) in Argonne, IL, on the
ESnet network. In Section 4 we present transfer rates and
recommended optimizations. Section 5 comments on the
current usability of data transfer mechanisms and how it
should be integrated into a workflow. We provide conclu-
sions in Section 6 and highlight the key obstacles faced by
users when using the existing methods.

2. OLCF INFRASTRUCTURE
The OLCF’s Data Transfer Nodes (DTN) shown in Figure

2 are architected to provide maximum functionality. The
nodes serve Wide Area Network (WAN) transfers, inter-
filesystem transfers on the different partitions of Spider, and
the ability to send and retrieve files to the HPSS Archive.

Each node is connected to the OLCF backbone Ethernet
network via a single 10GbE connection, and a QDR or FDR
IB connection to the OLCF’s Scalable I/O Network (SION)
where Spider’s Lustre servers are homed. The OLCF cur-
rently has two 10Gbps connections to the core ORNL router
that is connected to the 100GbE connection from ESNet.
There are backup connections that are at lower bandwidth
but those are not discussed for simplicity. As the current uti-
lization of these two links is low, there has not been a need to
provision additional links or purchase core networking hard-
ware to deploy 40GbE or 100GbE connections. The OLCF
evaluates utilization periodically and upgrades as needed.

ESnet provides the high-bandwidth, reliable connections
that link scientists at national laboratories, universities and
other research institutions, enabling them to collaborate on
some of the world’s most important scientific challenges in-
cluding energy, climate science, and the origins of the uni-
verse. Funded by the U.S. Department of Energy’s (DOE)
Office of Science and located within the Scientific Network-
ing Division at Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, ES-
net provides scientists with access to unique DOE research
facilities and computing resources [5]. Oak Ridge National
Laboratory and the OLCF work closely with the ESnet staff
to ensure that the connectivity needs are provided for the
researchers who are awarded time on the leadership com-
puting resources at the OLCF. Recent projects include the
Advanced Network Initiative (ANI) testbed and the subse-
quent transition of the 100Gbps infrastructure to the pri-



Figure 2: (color online). Diagram of Titan ecosystem with connected data storage and data transfer resources.

mary Internet Connection for the laboratory.
The OLCF DTNs are setup to provide several functions,

only one of which is a transfer across the WAN. Currently,
there are two nodes dedicated to interactive transfers; these
nodes can expose contention for the 10GbE link as well as
potential Lustre contention if there are several new file cre-
ations and writes happening at a single point in time. To
maintain POSIX compliance, the Lustre client only allows a
single metadata modifying operation from a client at a single
time. It has been observed that these nodes, when left open
to the users for Archival transfer, transfer between filesys-
tems and also WAN transfers are extremely poor perform-
ing. In an effort to improve throughput for each area, the
OLCF has segregated these operations so that there are ded-
icated scheduled data transfer nodes and HPSS data transfer
nodes, as seen in Figure 2.
Currently, there are three scheduled data transfer nodes

at the OLCF that are available via the batch scheduler for
Titan. Using the scheduled DTNs can reduce some of the
contention and performance variability seen in WAN trans-
fers. The scheduled DTNs allow users to use a myproxy
certificate, if using GridFTP, or other password-less authen-
tication to initiate data transfer from within a batch job –
without consuming compute allocation hours. The OLCF
plans to bring additional nodes online to maintain perfor-
mance and minimize additional contention as needed.
To further improve data management and data transfers,

the OLCF is also working with the OpenSFS [6] parallel
tools working group to deploy a parallel/stripe aware copy
tool; this service will reside on DTNs as well. This tool will
allow transfers between filesystems to be aware of Lustre
striping and preserve it. The tool also has the potential
to preserve striping for WAN transfers, but requires further
exploration by the development team.

3. DATA TRANSFER METHODS
Data transfer methods must be easy to use, which is why

secure copy (scp) remains high on the list of preferred trans-
fer mechanisms. scp is ubiquitous to any Unix-like system
and provides minimal options to confuse the user. It is only

when data transfers become large, frequent and/or need to
be integrated into an automated workflow that researchers
will investigate other methods that provide better perfor-
mance or resiliency. Here we describe various methods of
WAN data transfer typically available to users in a high-
performance computing environment. Most methods de-
scribed below can be used for both local and remote trans-
fers.

3.1 Single Stream
rsync is another single-stream file transfer utility, similar

to scp, common on all Unix-like systems. These methods
use SSH authentication and can be scripted into a workflow
when the transfer destination allows for password-less SSH
logins. However, rsync has a long list of options to improve
performance and provide fine-grained control of file trans-
fers. Unlike scp, rsync allows for files to be “synced” by only
sending the differences between the source files and existing
files, which can greatly improve subsequent transfer times.
Another feature of interest to the OLCF user community is
the ability to recover from a failed transfer without losing
initial progress.

3.2 Parallel Streams
bbcp is a multi-streaming point-to-point network file copy

application created at SLAC as a tool for the BaBar collab-
oration [7]. Multi-streaming utilities are capable of break-
ing up the transfer into multiple simultaneous transferring
streams, appreciably increasing the data transfer rate. It
is not typically installed in a Unix-like environment, which
means users must install the utility on both the local and
remote systems. The dependence on the user to install and
maintain the utility through version upgrades is one of the
largest inhibitors to bbcp’s wide-spread adoption.

bbcp uses simple SSH authentication, can be scripted into
the workflow similar to rsync, and also provides a large num-
ber of options to control the file transfer performance and
resiliency. Despite the large number of options, bbcp is rela-
tively easy to use, in that a few parameters are necessary to
achieve high performance. For this paper, we investigate a



few key options to determine their impact on performance.
These include the

• window size -w, which refers to the Transmission Con-
trol Protocol (TCP) window size, which sets the max-
imum amount of received data in bytes that can be
buffered at one time on the receiving side,

• block size or I/O buffer size -B, which controls the
amount of data read from disk, sent over the network
and written to the target device in one request, and

• stream count -s, which sets the number of parallel
TCP streams created to overcome the window size lim-
its and saturate the data link. There is, of course, the
possibility of saturating the link and degrading perfor-
mance.

Also of interest to the OLCF user community is the ability
to restart the file transfer where it left off in the case of a
failed connection (Option: -a).
GridFTP is a multi-streaming method that is a subset of

the FTP protocol with added features for optimizing trans-
fers across WAN. Among these features are the ability to
use multiple TCP streams and striping across multiple data
transfer nodes. The grid protocols also allow the user to
control the block size of the buffer for the underlying data
transfer method and the TCP buffer size. For this paper we
will use the GridFTP client program globus-url-copy. This
client allows the choice of several parameters to optimize the
transfer speed. Among these a few key parameters are,

• window size -tcp-bs, which refers to the size of the
TCP buffer to be used by the underlying FTP data
channels,

• block size or I/O buffer size -bs, which specifies the
size (in bytes) of the buffer to be used by the underly-
ing transfer methods, and

• stream count -p, the number of parallel TCP streams.

The challenges for users of GridFTP are that each center
has differing policies for the method of authentication and
both ends of the transfer must support GridFTP. A com-
mon method for authentication employs a grid certificate
that is issued by a trusted certificate authority. Much like
a passport, the certificate serves as identity verification and
can be a temporary limited-function stand-in for passwords.
To ensure security, time-limited proxy certificates are cre-
ated from the user’s certificate and initialized on a myproxy
server. Each center has differing policies for how the certifi-
cates are obtained and maintained and also for the longevity
of the proxy certificate. For centers that require certificate
authentication, the user must have a valid certificate reg-
istered and initialized at both ends of the transfer to use
GridFTP. This process may require considerable effort from
the user for the initial set-up and recurring re-authentication
of the myproxy certificate.
Globus Online is a hosted GridFTP service that allows

the use of a browser to transfer files between trusted sites
called endpoints. Like basic GridFTP, all the challenges of
this method are in the setup of the certificates used for au-
thentication and in the fact that both ends of the transfer
must support Globus Online. Globus Online optimizes the
transfer for users and can be configured to take some of

the difficulty associated with the authentication certificates
away from the users. This method also has a scriptable
command line interface that allows the advanced user to
control the optimization. Globus Online may be the most
user-friendly option for GridFTP once set-up has been es-
tablished at all of the needed transfer points. We will com-
pare this option to the best performing trials of the other
transfer methods.

4. RESULTS

NERSC DTN ALCF DTN

scp X
rsync X
bbcp X

GridFTP+SSH
GridFTP+Cert X X
Globus Online X X

Table 1: Data transfer tool availability at NERSC
and ANL.

This section presents data transfer rates from OLCF data
transfer nodes (dtn.ccs.ornl.gov) to NERSC data transfer
nodes (dtn.nersc.gov) and to ALCF data transfer nodes (mi-
radtn.alcf.anl.gov) using the various data transfer methods
described in section 3 with a range of file sizes. Transfer
methods tested in this study is limited by their availability
at each site. Both source and destination must install the
necessary software. The OLCF currently provides the com-
plete set of data transfer tools of the three sites shown in
Table 1, with limited availability of these tools at NERSC
and the ALCF. Although data transfer tools using SSH-
based authentication methods (e.g. scp, rsync) are avail-
able on ALCF computing resources, such as Mira, they are
currently not available on ALCF DTNs. Transfer tests of
scp, rsync, bbcp and GridFTP+Certificate utilize OLCF
scheduled DTNs, whereas transfer tests using Globus Online
were limited to using an interactive DTN, since it was estab-
lished as the OLCF endpoint (olcf#dtn). The performance
of Globus Online transfer rates can be impacted by the
contention on the interactive DTNs, whereas the scheduled
DTNs provided dedicated access to the originating node.

Transfer tests involve a subset of the data used in nu-
clear configuration interaction calculations to describe the
anomalously long half-life of carbon-14 [8], typical of a nu-
clear physics workload. These studies require calculations
at a variety of model spaces, which dictates the size of input
file, and energy parameters to study the convergence prop-
erties of the solution. Our tests involve six of the following
input file sizes 11 KB, 3.5 MB, 151 MB, 2.8 GB, and 32 GB,
typical of a nuclear physics calculation. All transfer results
reported for this set are averages sustained over transfer of
the six files. An additional 1 TB file transfer test was done
using five 200 GB files tarred to form the 1 TB file. The data
in this set was pulled from a 3D direct numerical simulation
of a small astrophysical detonation[9]. All transfer results
reported for this set are averages sustained over 3 transfers
of the file. The data in these tests was chosen to be rep-
resentative of data commonly generated by simulations run
on OLCF resources. The instantaneous transfer rates, and



scp rsync -av

File Size
Total

Transfer
Size

Total
Transfer

Time (sec)

Avg. Transfer
Rate (Mbps)

Total
Transfer

Time (sec)

Avg. Transfer
Rate (Mbps)

11 KB 66 KB 1.1 0.5 2.5 0.2
3.5 MB 21 MB 5.3 32.8 3.5 49.9
151 MB 906 MB 31.5 241.2 34.5 220.0
2.8 GB 16.8 GB 524.9 271.9 622.1 229.0
32 GB 192 GB 6177.0 264.3 6560.7 248.4

Table 2: Transfer times (in seconds) and rates (in Mbps) from ORNL batch dtn to NERSC dtn using single
stream methods: scp & rsync

even average transfer rates, can fluctuate dramatically de-
pending on the contention on the network, file system, and
data transfer node throughout the day.
Since it is difficult to know if any level of auto-tuning has

been implemented on your systems, it is beneficial to inves-
tigate the file transfer performance between sites, especially
if transfers will be frequent. For multiple stream methods,
bbcp and GridFTP, we investigate the impact of key perfor-
mance tuning parameters on the file transfer rate described
in Section 3. Guidelines given for setting the ideal win-
dow size are related to the bandwidth delay product (BDP)
between your source and target host. For bbcp, the ideal
window size is the BDP/2 and for GridFTP the ideal win-
dow size is the BDP. The BDP is given by the bandwidth
in Megabits per second (Mbps) × Round trip time (RTT)
in milliseconds (ms) ×1000/8. The RTT from the OLCF to
NERSC is 68 ms and from the OLCF to ALCF is 25.5 ms.
Assuming a limiting bandwidth in these high speed networks
to be 10 Gbps, the BDP from the OLCF to NERSC is 85
MB and the OLCF to ALCF is 31.9 MB. These guidelines
are not useful since most systems do not allow a window
size of this magnitude, thus we resort to trial and error to
establish a reasonable window size within the range of 1M
to 16M. The I/O block size is dependent on the file systems
being used and by default is set to be the same as the win-
dow size. Since file systems at the OLCF and NERSC are
tuned for optimal read/write from the compute resources,
we cannot assume they are tuned for network performance,
thus we will also investigate a range of values. Lastly, to
set the number of streams, guidelines suggest the number of
streams to be the (idealwindowsize)/(actualwindow)/2.
We note in these results that the version of the vari-

ous utilities are rarely ever the same. For bbcp we em-
ployed version 13.03.05.00.0 at the OLCF and 12.01.30.00.0
at NERSC. For GridFTP we use 5.0.4 at the OLCF, 4.2.1b1
at NERSC and 5.2.4 at the ALCF.

4.1 Single Stream
Transfer rates using scp and rsync from the OLCF to

NERSC are given in Table 2. Results are similar for scp
and rsync, however, tests using rsync with compression, -
z, were dramatically slower than without compression and
not pursued. For small data transfers, less than 1 GB of to-
tal transfer data, both methods provide reasonable transfer
rates at roughly 30 seconds. Beyond 1 GB of total transfer
data, these methods can greatly hinder productivity, taking
nearly 10 minutes to transfer 16.8 GB and an hour and 40
minutes to transfer 192 GB.

4.2 bbcp
Of the multi-stream methods, bbcp is easy to use if the

user can get it installed on both host and source. Transfer
rates for bbcp given in Table 3 show a lack of appreciable
sensitivity in the transfer rates when changing the window
size and/or block size. The performance is dependent on
the number of streams only and saturates after 8 parallel
streams and does not appear to degrade performance. For
bbcp, since performance is dependent mostly on the number
of streams, we recommend using bbcp -w 8m -B 8m -s 8 or
bbcp -w 3m -B 3m -s 8 to achieve optimal transfer rates.
Compared to the single stream methods, bbcp provides an
order of magnitude improvement in transfer speeds using
these options specified.

Options -s 1 -s 4 -s 8 -s 16

-w 1m -B 1m 1262.4 1400.8 2704.8 2692.8
-w 3m -B 3m 1279.2 1334.4 3350.4 2876.0
-w 8m -B 8m 1274.4 1236.0 3304.0 3204.8

Table 3: Transfer rates in Mbps from ORNL batch
dtn to NERSC dtn using bbcp with 1, 4, 8, and 16
parallel streams. Data transfer of six files of size 2.8
GB with total data transfer at 16.8 GB.

4.3 GridFTP
GridFTP with globus-url-copy presented the most diffi-

cult to setup, despite having the software pre-installed on
both source and destination. Setup requires a multi-day
process of attaining an Open Science Grid certificate for au-
thentication, asking each facility to map the certificate on
the data transfer nodes, and further getting a myproxy cer-
tificate which is only valid for 12 to 24 hours depending
on the security policies at each transfer site. The myproxy
certificate presents the added frustration of having to con-
stantly renew the authentication method on a daily basis.
Documentation of this process across the various facilities
ranges from poor to copious, requiring users to search and
cross-reference across websites to complete this cumbersome
task. Additionally, error messages are cryptic and not ob-
vious as to which site is inhibiting the file transfer. For ex-
ample, transfers from the OLCF to NERSC were possible,
but transfers from NERSC to the OLCF resulted in error
messages.

After the arduous task of setting up GridFTP with globus-



url-copy, one benefit was the ability to launch a large number
of file transfers via a batch script. Since the authentication
was then seamless, the transfer could occur without user in-
tervention for roughly 12 hours while the myproxy certificate
was valid. The performance of GridFTP with globus-url-
copy is given in Table 4, where we vary the number of TCP
streams and set the TCP window size and I/O block size
to be identical. We see that the rate of transfer increases
with increasing number of streams, but saturates above 4
streams, and provides little additional increase in transfer
rate. Also, we see that the performance is dependent on the
either the TCP window size or I/O block size or both. The
best performance of 4192.3 Mbps is achieved using 4 streams
with -tcp-bs 8M -bs 8M.

Options -p 1 -p 4 -p 8

tcp-bs 1M -bs 1M 164.8 662.5 1308.6
tcp-bs 3M -bs 3M 465.6 1855.6 981.6
tcp-bs 8M -bs 8M 1217.1 4192.3 3837.0

tcp-bs 12M -bs 12M 1799.4 3144.2 3329.2
tcp-bs 16M -bs 16M 2408.8 3902.2 4116.1

Table 4: Transfer rates in Mbps from ORNL batch
dtn to NERSC dtn using GridFTP with 1, 4, and 8
parallel streams. Data transfer of six files of size 2.8
GB with total data transfer at 16.8 GB.

To see the performance impact of the TCP window size
and the I/O buffer size, we changed the I/O buffer size shown
in Table 5 and the window size in Table 6. We see in Ta-
ble 5 that the buffer size (-bs) had little impact for tests
with 1 and 4 TCP streams, except for an increase in perfor-
mance when both options are set to 8M as seen in Table 4.
Table 6 shows that changing the TCP buffer size (-tcp-bs)
has a large impact on both single and multi-stream trans-
fer rates and can drastically degrade performance if set too
small. We note that beyond -tcp-bs 8M, although the trans-
fer rates were high during these tests, attempts to reproduce
the results were not easily achieved and occurred sporad-
ically. The lack of consistency leads us to conclude that
there is little additional benefit beyond a TCP buffer size
of 8 Megabytes. For globus-url-copy we recommend using
globus-url-copy -tcp-bs 8M -bs 8M -p4.

Options -p 1 -p 4

tcp-bs 8M -bs 1M 1223.7 2940.1
tcp-bs 8M -bs 3M 1230.4 2632.4
tcp-bs 8M -bs 8M 1223.68 4620.2

tcp-bs 8M -bs 12M 1173.0 2978.8
tcp-bs 8M -bs 16M 1223.7 3281.0

Table 5: The impact of the transfer method buffer
size was tested. Transfer rates in Mbps from ORNL
batch dtn to NERSC dtn using GridFTP with 1 and
4, parallel streams. Data transfer of six files of size
2.8 GB with total data transfer at 16.8 GB.

4.4 Optimized Transfers
Using the optimized options from each method, we present

transfer rates from the OLCF to NERSC in Figure 3 and

Options -p 1 -p 4

tcp-bs 1M -bs 8M 164.3 663.9
tcp-bs 3M -bs 8M 462.0 1768.6
tcp-bs 8M -bs 8M 1185.3 4271.4

tcp-bs 12M -bs 8M 1702.2 4192.3
tcp-bs 16M -bs 8M 2197.92 5390.2

Table 6: The impact of the tcp buffer size was tested.
Transfer rates in Mbps from ORNL batch dtn to
NERSC dtn using GridFTP with 1 and 4, parallel
streams. Data transfer of six files of size 2.8 GB
with total data transfer at 16.8 GB.

Figure 3: Transfer rates in Mbps for scp, rsync,
bbcp, GridFTP, and Globus Online across all file
sizes using optimized performance setting from
OLCF to NERSC.

time for workload transfer in Figure 4 for the full workload
described at each file size for all methods. Figure 3 shows
comparable data transfer rates when using GridFTP and
bbcp, well above the other methods, particularly at transfers
around 20 GB total. The transfer rates of both methods
declines at larger file size transfer.

In the case of Globus Online, the rate shown in Figure
3. is the rate given in the email notification which tells the
user that the transfer is complete. This rate is surprisingly
low compared to GridFTP especially at large files size trans-
fers. Allen et al [10] report that the average transfer rate
on GO for files approaching a 1TB should be well over 1000
Mbits/s, yet the average rate from our 1Tb transfers was
only 699 Mbits per sec. A study of the transfer logs on the
Globus Online website reveals that this rate does not reflect
the rate of data movement but is the quotient of total data
moved over the total tasks lifetime- which includes beyond
transfer, a file integrity verification and other overheads. For
the 1TB transfer, the logs show that only the first half of the
task lifetime had progress events toward moving the data.
The sum of the data moved in this part of the log was equal
to file size. The second half of the time had no events logged
other than the transfer completion. The average of the in-
stantaneous rates from the logs, 1376 Mbits per sec, is more



globus-url-copy -tcp-bs 8m -bs 8m -p 4 Globus Online

File Size
Total

Transfer
Size

Avg. Transfer
Rate (MB/s)

Total
Transfer

Time (sec)

Avg. Transfer
Rate (Mbps)

Avg. Transfer
Rate (MB/s)

Total
Transfer

Time (sec)

Avg. Transfer
Rate (Mbps)

3.5 MB 21 MB 34.7 0.6 277.4 5.5 3.9 43.6
151 MB 906 MB 301.5 3.0 2412.3 52.7 17.2 421.6
2.8 GB 16.8 GB 422.4 39.8 3378.9 112.0 150.0 895.8
32 GB 192 GB 316.2 607.2 2529.6 190.7 1006.6 1525.9

Table 7: Transfer times (in seconds) and rates (in Mbps) from ORNL batch dtn to ALCF dtn using GridFTP
and Globus Online

Figure 4: Transfer times in seconds for scp, rsync,
bbcp, GridFTP, and Globus Online for workload us-
ing optimized performance setting from OLCF to
NERSC.

consistent with the rates measured for GridFTP.
Since we chose our optimized options based on the 2.8

GB files size, this could indicate a large sensitivity to file
size when using these methods. For the 1 TB file transfer we
have extrapolated the time required shown in Figure 4 based
on the saturated transfer rates for scp and Rsync. Figure
4 clearly highlights the huge time savings achieved in data
transfer when using any of the multi-stream methods over
the single stream methods. This benefit becomes evident at
total transfer sizes above 1 GB.
At the ALCF, we were limited to testing globus-url-copy

and Globus Online due to the availability of the tools on the
ALCF DTNs. Transfer results to the ALCF using globus-
url-copy show very similar rates to those achieved at NERSC
despite the shorter RTT shown in Table 7. A limited study
of sensitivity to the options -tcp-bs, -bs, and -p reveal exactly
the same trends as seen with the transfers to NERSC.

5. USABILITY AND WORKFLOW
In order to meet the needs of the user community, data

transfers must balance performance, usability and integra-
tion into the workflow. In general secure fast data transfer
methods that do not require frequent tending from the user
are best. The methods must also be standardized in their
set-up and useable with reasonable effort from the user at

many different sites. If the transfer of many files or large
files is needed, the ideal method would have fault tolerance,
checkpointing and automatic restarts so the user could start
the transfer and forget about it until they were notified that
it had finished.

Ideally transfers could use the batch DTNs to minimize
contention across the data transfer nodes for optimal perfor-
mance and to maximize user productivity so that the user
does not need to monitor the transfer. Here, the data trans-
fer would be integrated to be part of a researcher’s compute
job submission scripts. For example in the simple workflow
shown in Figure 5, the initialization script would use a sched-
uled data transfer node to import initial conditions and data
to the work area and then call a second script that would
launch the application that will use the data. When the job
was finished, this script would call a third script that could
transfer the files to HPSS for more persistent data storage
and/or back-up the results from the application at a remote
site for further analysis.

This desired workflow is achievable at facilities that enable
password-less SSH authentication, but is currently not eas-
ily achieved at facilities with advanced security using a one-
time-password (OTP) or grid certificates. Although some
sites like NERSC and the ALCF provide temporary grid
certificates for authentication, other sites such as the OLCF
require the user to attain an Open Science Grid certificate.
All sites, however, then require users to login frequently to
ensure myproxy grid certificates are also active to enable
the transfer. At most sites, these myproxy certificates are
only valid for 12 hours, which often has a shorter life-time
than their compute job’s queue wait time and run time.
This multi-leveled and transient authentication approach,
though secure, becomes a huge barrier to scientific produc-
tivity and cannot be easily integrated into a workflow with-
out constant user intervention. Globus Online also requires
re-authentication to activate endpoints and requires human
intervention.

6. CONCLUSIONS
We present here a brief study of the transfer rates seen

across several ESnet facilities in active production. As ev-
ident in the results, single stream methods, scp and rsync,
clearly under-perform compared to the multi-stream meth-
ods. Despite their poor performance, their ease-of-use and
reliable availability on any platform make them tools of
choice for many researchers. For multi-stream tools to be-
come widely adopted, there needs to be improvements to
their ease-of-use and reliable availability without consider-



Figure 5: PBS scripts showing ideal workflow, seam-
lessly integrating data management with computa-
tion. At the OLCF, use of the partition = dtn op-
tion will automatically utilize the appropriate DTN,
HPSS or scheduled, depending on the execution
commands.

able user intervention. bbcp and GridFTP, though provid-
ing the best performance across all of the methods are not
widely used at the OLCF. bbcp is easy-to-use but is not
broadly implemented and often requires installation, which
can sometimes be complicated for users. GridFTP using
globus-url-copy is extremely complicated and poorly docu-
mented at most sites, which makes it the least popular tool.
Globus Online has proven to be easy-to-use and ubiquitous
on many platforms, as well as easily installed on any system.
The use of a browser to launch transfers and email notifi-
cation when a transfer completes makes it an ideal method
for busy researchers. Although it did not perform as well
as GridFTP and bbcp, it substantially increased the perfor-
mance of data transfers over single stream methods. Globus
Online still suffers from the need for human intervention to
activate endpoints for file transfers, which only remain ac-
tive for 12 to 24 hours, depending on the site.

Due to the high level of contention and other factors that
can greatly reduce performance, transfer rates were not con-
sistently reliable at any given time of day. This implies
that researchers should not spend countless hours trying to
achieve peak performance, rather, they should optimize their
productive hours by allowing for data transfer to occur seam-
lessly. Unfortunately, many facilities have such high security
measures and complicated authentication procedures that a
seamless integration of data transfer into a scientific work-
flow is not available currently. Using the available utilities,
data transfer can become much less difficult and partially
automated through scripts or the Globus Online interface,
but still requires regular user intervention for the authen-
tication step. As computing centers move toward exascale,
HPC facilities will need to better balance security with pro-
ductivity to accommodate the coming data deluge.
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